
The 2018 March Madness Open Saturday
this shoot is open to any interested host club

(Visit http://www.zonevi.org/ishoot and contact
Clark Hartness for more information.)

Saturday March 10 2018

Event I: 12 gauge, 100 registered targets.
Event II: 20 Gauge, 100 registered targets.

Event III: iMS200 HOA
All shooters shooting Events I – II ARE automatically entered in the HOA event.

All HOA Shooters are NOT automatically entered into the Handicapped HOA Option.
HOA Champion, RU and 3rd added money will be paid based upon the number of HOA entries.

Less than 45
HOA Shooters

45 – 59
HOA Shooters

60+
HOA Shooters

HOA Champion - $70.00 HOA Champion - $80.00 HOA Champion - $90.00

HOA Runner-Up - $70.00 HOA Runner-Up - $80.00

HOA Third - $70.00

Registration open 9:00 AM - Shooting will begin at 10:00 AM

!! PLEASE PRE-SQUAD or RSVP at the Host Club which you PLAN TO SHOOT!!

Coast Rifle and Pistol Contact: Randy Brownlee 228-263-6151 or   Gorace815@aol.com

All other sites Contact:

Clark Hartness 662.324.5353 or   clark@msskeet.org

Any HOST clubs wishing to participate PLEASE  Contact:

Clark Hartness 662.324.5353 or   clark@msskeet.org

The Rotations shown below are for planning.  It is very likely that clubs will shoot as turn out
dictates so PLEASE contact the clubs you plan to shoot.

Please report to the field with enough shells and proofs

Saturday Rotation Schedule
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Rotation Event I Event II
1 10:00 1:30
2 11:30 3:00

ShootOffs Event wide as required

SHOOT COSTS and OPTIONS:
1. Targets

Events: I, II - $35.00 per 100 including daily fees.  $5.00 returned to shooter's class.

2. Class Option Purse
Events: I, II - $10.00 per gun..

All Options events I and II are EVENT-WIDE.  All money returned to class with payoff based on
number of participants in class as outlined in Payoff Tables.  MSSA pays all options by mail.

3. Handicap HOA Champion Purse
$5.00. All money returned to ONE Champion.

Total score from events I – II combined with the shooter’s handicap targets of each gun determines
the shooter’s score for the HOA Championship each day.  Maximum score 200 with ties settled by

shootoff at 3,4, and 5 with smallest gauge shot on the day.  The shootoff is handicapped by the
shooter’s HOA and HAA Classification determined from the NSSA tables.

iShoot Classification/Handicap tables.

Handicap Table (2X100)

AA A B C D
E

12 Gauge 2 3 4 6 9
11

20 Gauge 2 3 5 7 10
N/A

28 Gauge 3 4 6 8 11
N/A

410 Bore 4 5 8 10 12
N/A

Doubles 4 5 8 10 12
N/A

Shoot-Off Handicap Table

AA A B C D
E

Shootoff Handicap based on Shooter HOA Classification 0 1 2 3 4
N/A

Shoot Management and Shoot-offs

1)  All iShoots will have a HOST Club that the entire shoot will be reported under.  MSSA will report 
the scores and results for the HOST Club to NSSA.



2)  Clubs will use the current version of Skeet Manager program (www.skeetsoftware.com).  If your 
club has issues contact Clark Hartness for alternatives.

3)  Clubs will have an administrative login at: http://www.zonevi.org/ishoot/ to upload data, track 
scores, and shoot-off management.

4)  Clubs will have access to a financial form at: http://www.zonevi.org/ishoot/ recapping the amount 
that should be rendered to MSSA.  MSSA will distribute these funds to NSSA, MSSA, and winners.  
Zone VI clubs outside of MS will pay their respective State Associations.

5)  Clubs will pay any incurred costs out of the club portion of the shoot proceeds and retain any 
remaining proceeds as profit.

6)  Champion, Runner-Up, 3rd, Class and Option Shoot-offs

 MSSA will shoot-off Champion, Runner-Up, 3rd, Class 1st, Class 2nd, and Class 3rd at all shoots
to benefit Zone VI Shooters with the most points available.

 Concurrent Champion ties will be shoot-off.  Runner-Up, 3rd Class 1-1, and Class 1-2 ties will 
typically be broken concurrently with class shoot-offs or by long-run.

 Any shoot-offs that are missed or not otherwise broken will be broken by long-run.

 Shooters who are involved in shoot-offs should report to the shoot-off field at the club with 
one box of shells and some proofs.

 Shooters will shoot doubles on 3-4-5, NSSA Rules, until they complete the box or until 2 
misses.

 Clubs will post shoot-off long-runs at:  http://www.zonevi.org/ishoot/

 If ties still exist after the first box the procedure will be repeated until all ties are broken 
statewide and posted at http://www.zonevi.org/ishoot/

7)  HOA Handicap and Doubles Handicap Shoot-offs

 Shooters who are involved in shoot-offs should report to the shoot-off field at the club with 
one box of shells and some proofs.

 Shooters will shoot doubles on 3-4-5, NSSA Rules, until they complete the box or until they 
have exhausted all their misses. As an example a B Class shooter has 2 misses so they 
shoot-off until they have missed 3 times.

 Clubs will post shoot-off long-runs at:  http://www.zonevi.org/ishoot/

 If ties still exist after the first box the procedure will be repeated until all ties are broken 
statewide and posted at http://www.zonevi.org/ishoot/

 These shoot-offs will determine a single winner.

8)  Clubs will provide copies of shoot-off scoresheets either physical or electronic to MSSA for review 
in the event of questions by shooters attending the IMS200 shoot.

General Information
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Shoot management reserves the right to adjust flight times according to shooter turnout.
When practical shoot management will hold sub-event shootoffs during lunch and other breaks to

expedite the shoot.
A lunch will be available for $5.00


